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is it better to learn to drive in a manual shift car or an - if possibe learn manual transmission car no question about it
though it takes more time to learn but worth it it is far more fun gives driver more control over how he she wants to drive the
car, is it worth taking paid stick shift lessons to learn how - i don t know any friends who drive manual so would manual
car lessons be the best option i m not sure if it s worth buying my first car manual, is it worth learning to drive 5 speed
manual yahoo answers - just remember manual has more option and gear range to choose in bad weather and manuals if
driven well get better gas milage 5th gear is not for pulling uphill 4th is even at 60 mph if its awd ask others who have
experience with them learning to drive stick coordination is all it takes to drive any stick, 20 reasons we should all drive
manual transmission cars - learn more in our article costco membership fee worth it when would you break even 4 keeps
you safe and alive having a manual car forces you to pay attention when you re driving you can t be texting or eating big
macs while driving around town i know we all say we won t text and drive but having a manual car forces you to keep your
word, silly car question 2 is it really worth learning stuff - if you learn to drive in an automatic it s possible you ll only
learn one technique accelerate brake accelerate brake accelerate brake it s easy to be sloppy and lazy in an auto it can t
really happen in a manual yes of course you can drive an automatic car skilfully but learning to do so requires some time
with three pedals, ten reasons why you should learn to drive stick jalopnik - the benefit just yesterday we learned again
that driving a manual is a great way to thwart of potential thieves and that is certainly a reason to drive one but what if you
want to be that potential thief you re going to need to learn to drive stick if you want to be able to pinch any car, should i
learn to drive in a manual or an automatic car - learning to drive in a manual however the cost of driving lessons isn t
cheap and inevitably learning to drive in a manual car takes longer as you have to be trained to use the clutch and the
gearbox this means it s more than likely going to be more expensive to learn to drive a manual car as you will need more
lessons, easiest way to learn to drive a manual transmission or - easiest way to learn to drive a manual transmission or
stick shift car but it was well worth it that i must learn how to drive a manual car as ive been, is it hard to learn how to
drive a manual transmission car - is it hard to learn how to drive a manual transmission car after driving automatic for 5
years, is driving a mini cooper s worth learning how to drive a - i dont know how to drive a manual transmission car so
naturally i would get the automatic for the cooper s i ve heard that the cooper s is much better if driven with a manual,
learning how to drive a stick shift car new cars used - the good news is once you learn to drive a stick you ll always
remember how like riding a bike and there are financial benefits to manual transmission vehicles too they cost less to buy
and generally save money on gas, what is the best way to learn how to drive with a manual - learning how to drive with
a manual transmission is a valuable skill to have even in a world filled with automatics this type of transmission is still
popular in sports cars and off road vehicles such as tractors or jeeps
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